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LIM FANTASY OF COMPANIONSHIP 
FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA

Composed, arranged and orchestrated by Manu Martin
Created by Susan Lim MD, PhD and Christina Teenz Tan MD

TEDD JOSELSON PIANO
ARTHUR FAGEN CONDUCTOR

MATTHIEU EYMARD SOLO VOICE
LONDON VOICES

LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

A work bringing together performers from across the globe, the Lim Fantasy of Companionship 
for Piano and Orchestra is an engaging and heartfelt work that explores disruptive technologies – the 
intersection between technology and humanity – in the form of robotics and AI, via music. The idea 

that human engineering of the inanimate may ultimately produce companions previously unimagined, 
brought to life in a Fantasy of Companionship composed by Manu Martin.







ACT 1 
On the inanimate’s origins in the Jungles of Tanzania, and the journey of its soul, from animate, 
into an inanimate form – a plush companion.
1 Overture [1.45]
2 Jungle Song [1.11]
3 ALAN Song [1.35]
4  [0.56]
5 Origins [1.59]

ACT 2

6 Life on the Shelf [0.43]
7  [0.37]
8  [2.12]
9  [1.00]

ACT 3 
On reminiscence and romance, of an endearing human and inanimate companionship, that has 

0  [2.04]
q  [0.58]
w  [2.09]

ACT 4 

e  [1.27]
r  [1.18]
t  [2.15]

ACT 5 

the inanimate’s deepest desire for quantum entanglement – two souls entangled together, forever.
y Evil Professor [1.16]
u  [0.56]
i  [1.40]

ACT 6 

then an heroic leap forward, as it embraces the Quantum law: a fate accompli, as two souls entangle, 
and an inanimate, human partnership is realized.
o  [2.11]
p  [0.33]
a  [3.52]

 Total Timings [32.37]

LIM FANTASY OF COMPANIONSHIP FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA

 and 

 Piano  |   Conductor  |   Solo Voice
  |  



FOREWORD

has been a robot surgeon. Outside of surgeries, I have 

driven by two forces facing us in society today: 
longevity and loneliness, on the one hand, and 

This, coupled with a love for music, and a great 
partnership with composer and orchestrator Manu 

between Human and Inanimate, life and non-life, in 
Lim Fantasy of 

Companionship for Piano and Orchestra. 

from the original songs composed by Joi Barua, Ron 
 ALAN the 

Musical Fantasy imagines – with 

 
Who is ALAN? A plush inanimate baby lion with a soul, 

companion. It pleads for some intelligence, perhaps 

4 5

its partner’s ears as an echo of her own thoughts. It 
demands respectability. 

of the Fantasy ALAN 

the Musical

through the phenomenon of quantum entanglement; 
two hearts, one soul. 

co-creator and I, hope you will enjoy.



The making of the 

LIM FANTASY OF COMPANIONSHIP 
FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA

It started at an INK conference in Hyderabad 2017, 

with an inanimate ALAN in the form of a hologram.

audience of some 1200 delegates to 
with me…”

blurring the line between human and inanimate.

INK musician Joi Barua then joined us on stage to 

 Fantasy. 

faces, it dawned upon me that music was the perfect 
medium to communicate and open up a discussion on 

to my profession. 

myself, co-authors of a script for a musical ALAN.

moods, unfolded the musical journey of a soul from wild 

quantum entangled with its human companion. 

In the spring of 2018, the brilliant young French 

adding strings to our songs. Listening to the 

elegance to our music, and an eloquence in which 
to communicate what was otherwise perceived as 

orchestrate all our ALAN songs and string them 
Fantasy 

was conceptualised.

the Fantasy:

Susan 

Fantasy, was to be able to pull Tedd Joselson out of 

small historic town in upstate New York. And I remember 

And I thought, “oh, this is my only chance”.

“Tedd, would you listen to some of my music from ALAN 
the Musical”.
The look on his face..he was aghast at the thought of 

subsequently….

Susan
 ..well, yes, airpods.

6 7



 ..so you’re at dinner, and he’s got his cutlery, and 

front of him, to try and persuade him to be a part of the 

Susan
 .. he thinks for a moment….

Susan

Susan

in there.

to be the pianist for the Fantasy.

November 2018:

…. I hereby humbly commission you to compose me 
a piece, a Fantasy for Companionship for Piano and 

present in our repertoire of 15 songs…
Do write a fantasy which unfolds as an endearing story… 
of hope for the future of companionship. It is a fantasy… 

inanimate, ALAN. Through the inanimate’s innocence, 

technologies, and it’s epic struggle for immortality … Let it 

of animate sensibility and inanimate madness. 

Let the music begin as magical, and as it unfolds, do 

yet let it be also gentle, a lullaby, in parts… proposing a 
partnership between human and inanimate, the future of 
companionship. 

Susan
 He has it for about three and a half minutes.. 

Susan
He takes them out.

Susan

He really didn’t want to say anything much else.

Susan
And then, he came back to me a couple of weeks later. 

I shall return to the studio, and record the Fantasy” . 

Let the story of ALAN unfold, through our repertoire of 

the audience feel a gentle breeze, the law of the jungle, and 

new land…

Change of scene - a world of plush inanimate companions 

the fantasy unfolds, let it… blossom into human-inanimate 

someone makes a brand new me”, to a bold indignant 

immortality… a powerful.. challenge of the status quo in 
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Let the realism of science and its challenges be portrayed 

message “nothing worthwhile is easy”. The story builds up 

obsession. And when the lure of future science consumes 

partner through immortality, let the plea of the inanimate 
for entanglement, a shared existence … be heard through 

tribe proudly lead the inanimates down the aisles of an 
auditorium to the rhythm “African rhythm to algorithm”. 
They celebrate a new day, “from Jungle law it was before, 

an entanglement of souls - human-inanimate partnership, a 
new culture of Companionship. 

And so, faithfully adhering to the guidelines, the brilliant 

embedded in the music.

Susan Lim created this story and described it to me 
precisely, which allowed me, with her, to build a musical 

as the ALAN team members arrived at Abbey Road 

the occasion, and a Fantasy was born.

team watched, spellbound, some with tears of joy, as 
Fantasy Overture was played 

with Tedd Joselson on Piano.

A choral ensemble of 36 London Voices recorded the 

which was to be the framework of this work for Piano 

mix with new technologies prompted me to orchestrate 
with pop / rock instruments, such as drums, bass, electric 
guitar – the crossroads of two worlds, classic and modern. 
The opportunity to work alongside and to share Susan’s 

Fantasy of Companionship for Piano and Orchestra has 
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Tedd Joselson piano
Solo Voice

Arthur Fagen conductor

London Voices

Jerome Buigues 
Frederic Riviere Bass 
Michele Drees Drums

 Percussion

In January 2020, the Fantasy journeyed across the 

engulfed in a Pandemic, and much of the music industry 

of the tunnel, and it is with much pride and joy that we 
now get to share our Fantasy with the world.

eagerly awaited events on the music calendar. Noted 
for his lyrical playing across a wide range of repertoire, 

Bach to Lim, and have won numerous awards including 

the world for their careers in music, and where he is 

He adds: “Based on a remarkable story of companionship 
in the age of technology, and with the guidance of its 
genius creator, Dr Susan Lim and the young star composer, 

piano concerto repertoire. The Fantasy, based on original 

delighted and honoured to lead as solo pianist.”

TEDD JOSELSON
Piano

Belgian-American pianist Tedd Joselson was only 17 

with nearly every important symphonic ensemble and 
conductor. He gave his debut piano recital on the 

ARTHUR FAGEN
Conductor

Music Director of the Atlanta Opera since 2010, and 

Romande and more. 
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Kassel and Braunschweig Operas. He won First Prize 

having conducted for Tedd Joselson on at least one 

memorable pic from the glorious past. 

the Musical. Just the music itself is so ebullient, that I 

music arranger, and composer. He debuted the ALAN 

in November 2017. He was Producer and music 

Musical, which were recorded in three separate periods 

recording of the Fantasy, he has this to add of the 

the project “. 

JEROME BUIGUES
Guitar

Jerome started playing the guitar at age 17, joined the 
professional circuit at 20, and spent the 90s recording, 

television shows and on tour.

MATTHIEU EYMARD
Vocals, composer

The lead vocalist for ALAN, and Project Manager for 

musician, composer and body percussionist, he has 

among others. 

First-call freelance musician since 2008, Jerome has 

In 2017, Jerome joined the ALAN team as lead guitarist 
for all the songs composed for ALAN the Musical. 
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career, and launched her own MD Jazz Tap Project, 

2017, and has played the drums for 15 songs recorded 
for ALAN the Musical, as well as the Lim Fantasy of 

AFLA SACKEY
Percussion

regularly collaborates with musicians across all genres 

he joined the ALAN team as percussionist for two 

orchestrated arrangements for the Fantasy recording.

LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

everyone, everywhere. From orchestral fans in the 

and the world.

global broadcasters.

20 21

FREDERIC RIVIERE
Bass

and from Marseille and Toulon in various areas of 
music – jazz and contemporary – with a teacher’s 

and orchestras, teaches the bass and coaches bands in 

He toured with Aioli in the late 90s and was music 
director and co-composer on the show Age Tendre in 
Lebanon, which starred several French chart topping 

Manson, Phil Barley and Philippe Laville, among 
others. He is renowned for his talent in composing 

Kings on several projects.

MICHELE DREES
Drums

personality and stage presence, Michele is one of less 
than a dozen professional female drummers in London. 



LONDON VOICES
Co-directors: Terry Edwards and Ben Parry

Founded in 1973, choral ensemble London Voices is 

 

Karen Jones

 
 

Juliana Koch
 

CLARINET 

 

 

 
HORNS 
Timothy Jones

Brendan Thomas
 

TRUMPETS 

Adam Wright 
Paul Mayes
 

 

James Maynard
 

Paul Milner
 

Ben Thomson
 Leader 

William Melvin 

Laurent Quenelle 

Richard Blayden 

Julia Rumley 
 

David Alberman
Thomas Norris 

Paul Robson 
Raja Halder

Hazel Mulligan 

Robert Yeomans 
 

Malcolm Johnston 

Julia O’Riordan 

Fiona Dalgliesh 
May Dolan
Philip Hall 

 

CELLOS 

Alastair Blayden
Jennifer Brown 
Noel Bradshaw 

Hilary Jones 
Laure Le Dantec
Amanda Truelove 
 

TIMPANI 
Nigel Thomas
 
PERCUSSION 
Neil Percy

 
HARP
Bryn Lewis
 
CELESTE 

vocal consort through to a choir of more than 100 
singers, performing repertoire ranging from Renaissance 

composers and conductors including John Adams, 

22 23

recorded, with over 150 recordings released so far. 

other orchestra, with 2,500 recordings to its name.



including Coro, Cries of London,  
and Folk Songs. The choir also performed in the world 

 staged 
by Birmingham Opera in 2012. It has given concerts 

MANU MARTIN
Composer, Orchestrator, Producer

Masters in Musicology. He moved to Paris to pursue 
a career as a pianist and composer, composing music 

including 
 

and
Hotel
appearing on-screen in . It 

and has collaborated with musicians including Dave 

Bryn Terfel.

Music Director, for the ALAN the Musical project. In 

of all of the ALAN songs, Manu composed the opener 
to the Fantasy, the grand, suspenseful ‘Overture’, and 

in Act 3, the poignant, theatrical piano solo in  

“Alan was from the start, a 

story of Alan “.

SOPRANOS  

Imogen Parry  

 

   

TENORS    
Andrew Busher  
Benjamin Durrant  

Peter Harris   

Henry Moss  

William Wright 
 

   

ALTOS
Amy Blythe

Tamsin Dalley
Amanda Dean

Amy Lyddon
Naomi Roper

Nicholas Ashby

Ben Bevan
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DR RON J DANZIGER
Composer

a guitar at the age of 12. By 16 he had received 

Australia. An intense and impassioned devotee of 

In late 2016, he joined the ALAN team as composer, 

A musician of Assamese heritage, Joi’s style of 

ALAN the Musical.

Ron completed his medical internship barely 3 months 
Fantasy, and is currently a 

JOI BARUA
Singer, Composer

A popular singer and composer in India, Joi was 

Dusokute
Margarita with a Straw  in a 

 Meetha Zeher
Playing Priya. 

 ALAN the Musical was 

“We began with 

the anthem for the whole journey, and also the genesis for 
the story”. 

worlds, classic and modern. He brilliantly composed 

brings the Fantasy

DR SUSAN LIM 
Creator, lyricist

on the other. In the Fantasy
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This stands out in Act 4 of the Fantasy

instruments, to music originally composed by Joi Barua -

Exoskeletons, brain implants
I’ll perform a rain dance

Strap me up, wire my brain
I’m ready for a whole new game

for ALAN the Musical,

for the Inanimate ALAN -

oh yes please,
Will someone just write my code

4 alphabets it is

Will someone make a brand new me.

inanimate objects has started to blur the line between 
life and non-life and feels passionate about opening this 

ALAN the Musical, 
from which the Fantasy of Companionship for Piano and 
Orchestra

DR CHRISTINA TEENZ TAN
Co-Creator, lyricist

Author, lyricist, and creator of ALAN the Musical, 

inanimates in her bedroom through childhood, 

and gone through the eyes of an inanimate companion. 
Timeless 

of the Fantasy. It has also inspired the cover of the 

The seasons make a fool of me
They tell me things and go suddenly

As long as you’re by my side

White specks of sand

Residency in Neurology in 2021.
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Booth Reader – Mathieu Ben Hassen

P 

© 
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A work bringing together performers from across the globe, the Lim Fantasy of Companionship 
for Piano and Orchestra is an engaging and heartfelt work that explores disruptive technologies – 
the intersection between technology and humanity – in the form of AI, robotics and synthetic 

life, via music. The idea that human engineering of the inanimate may ultimately produce 
companions previously unimagined is brought to life in a Fantasy of Companionship 

composed by Manu Martin.
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